Turkey (continued)

Delegation (continued)
List ................................. 338
Views of
See Djelal, M.
Selami, Muchfik

Reservations
See under Agriculture
Bunker Fuel
Industrial statistics
Information, etc.
Occupations
Trade, External

See also
Delegation
Protocol, Part II

Unemployment
See Labour statistics, Observations, etc.

Union of Socialist Soviet Republics

Central Statistical Board, activity of ... 51

Delegation
Amendments proposed by (text)
See Amendments under Convention,
Art. 2, Pars. III, IV and V B and C
See also Amendments under Annexes IV and V

List
Proposals and observations submitted by
See under Agriculture
Arms, etc.
Experts, etc.
Fishery statistics
Industrial statistics
Labour, etc.
Mineral, etc.
Occupations
Prices
Trade, Internal
Transport

Signature of Convention and Final Act, statement

97-9
Views of
See Dvolaitsky, Cholom
Falkner-Smit, M.
Kritzmann, Léon

Reservations
See under Agriculture

Statistical methods followed by ... 175

Union of South Africa

Delegation
Recommendations submitted re
Development of economic statistics, see
Final Act, Recommendation III
Grouping of statistical Conferences, see
Final Act, Resolution 4
Views of, see Holloway, Dr. John

Edward

Reservations
See under Agriculture

See also
Protocol, Part II

United States of America

Delegation
List ................................. 333
Proposal re index numbers of prices.
152-3,
222-3
Views of
See Dewhurst, James F.
Durand, E. Dana.
Hobson, Asher

Scope of economic statistics in ...
47-50
Statistical methods followed by ...
49, 128, 130,
131, 153, 176, 178, 179, 219

Units, Territorial, for Compilation of Statistics
See Convention, Art. 1 and Art. 2, VI

Uruguay

Delegation ............................ 338
Signature of Final Act, declaration
99
Views of, see Castro, Dr. Alfredo de

Valuation, Systems of
See Convention, Annex I, Part 1, Pars. II
and III
See also
Declared values
Frontier values

Sub-Committee of Committee on Trade
Statistics
Appointment and composition
148
Report
159-64

Venezuela

Delegation ............................ 338

Vermaire, Charles

Delegate of Luxembourg .......................... 336

Industrial statistics (industrial production,
activity, establishments) 173

Vessels
See
Bunker fuel
Fishery statistics
Shipping

Ships' stores

Villegas, Daniel Cosio

Delegate of Mexico .......................... 336

Occupations .............................. 180
Prices .................................. 90, 219
Trade (external, general, special etc.) .... 68

Wagemann, Dr. Ernest

Delegate of Germany .......................... 333

Agriculture ................................ 55

Appointed Chairman of Committee on Trade
Statistics .................................. 54

Bunker fuel ................................ 131, 133

Conference, general discussion .............. 55

Customs nomenclature ......................... 55

Exclusions ................................ 135

Industrial statistics (industrial production,
activity, establishments) ..................... 55

Statistical methods ........................ 55

Trade (external, general, special etc.) .... 55

Valuation, systems of ..................... 129

Wages
See Convention, Annex IV (5B)
See also Labour statistics

Weights, Definition of
See Convention, Annex I, Part I, Par. IV

Final Act, Recommendation XIII
in Case of non-metallic minerals, see Con-
vention, Annex III, Part I
See also Experts, etc., Work, etc., Mine-
ral, etc.

Westman, K. I.

Delegate of Sweden .......................... 337

Bunker fuel ................................ 71, 131
Countries of origin, etc. .................... 139-40

Minerals and metals ........................ 89

Trade (external, general, special, etc.) .... 94, 106,
113

Whale Fishing
See Fishery statistics, Exclusion, etc.

Young Persons, Employment of
See Employed persons, etc.

Zine
See Mineral and metallurgical statistics